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‘’Discover de latest generation of  
automated product descriptions.’’

Goed vindbaar in de 

Google zoekresultaten

For online retailers, wholesalers and web shops that want to optimize all of their 

products’ online findability, Squadra Machine Learning Company has developed 

(SEO-) text generation software, which is called Powertext.ai.  

 

Due to the high product information quality standards set by customers and search 

engines, it is of great importance that all products are provided with unique, 

accurate and informative marketing- and product descriptions. However, when 

hundreds or even thousands of products are offered, manually writing these unique 

texts could become an extremely time-consuming process.  

When it comes to applicating Artificial intelligence to corporate inquiries, Squadra 

MLC developed the software Powertext.ai. Using this software allows you to generate 

unique product descriptions in an automated manner, only consuming a fraction of 

the time and money spent otherwise. The software generates these descriptions 

based on templates and already available product information. And although SEO-

marketing texts are able to be efficiently generated by our software, other types of 

texts can also be generated with the help of artificial intelligence. These types will be 

discussed later on in this whitepaper. 

AI & text generation

The final goal is to generate unique product descriptions in a (semi-) automatic 

manner. Let’s take a closer look at how to achieve this with assistance of Powertext.ai.  

 

We start with an example of a product text, generated with our software.  

Long tail products

“Finally, we could unleash the sales potential of our long tail 

products”

Level 1: Templates & Keywords

Based on raw product data per product type and the smart use of [keywords], basic 

sentences can be entered in Powertext.ai. By using [keywords], the software is able to 

automatically fill in the correct values which are connected to the particular product. 

For a washing machine, this is easily executed with e.g., the brand of the product: for a 

Siemens washing machine, the brand name ‘Siemens’ simply occurs. 

How does it work?

Along with popular products with high turnover rates, online retailers often offer 

products with low turnover rates. These products are called Long tail products. In 

order to stimulate the conversion rate of these products, it is crucial to apply 

accurate, unique and informative textual descriptions to them. On the one hand, 

providing them with a thorough product description will give customers a clearer 

image of the product, rather than providing them with the separate parts of the 

product data. On the other hand, your website’s search engine ranking will be higher 

due to the uniqueness and accuracy of the product descriptions. Higher rankings in 

search engines provide for an enhanced product visibility. Nowadays, this form of SEO 

is of great importance for every online retailer, wholesaler or web shop.  

 

In conclusion, there are plenty of reasons to provide every product with unique 

descriptions. Now imagine that your organization offers hundreds or even thousands 

of products. Doing this manually would become an extremely time-consuming 

process. This is where Powertext.ai offers a solution.  

Powertext.ai’s tries to work as user-friendly and innovative as possible. Due to the 

significant number of developments within the discipline of NLP (Natural Language 

Processing), software is constantly developing. Something that is a state-of-the-art 

technique today, could be outdated by tomorrow. Due to this constant development, 

Powertext.ai makes a distinction in using the software between two levels. The first 

level consists of information constituted by human input, while the second level is 

influenced by algorithms. A clearer explanation is provided below. 

A next step is to add conditions to determine whether or not to show basic sentences 

in the product description. It could be the case that not all values of a feature are 

filled in, or that you want to deliver a different message when the value of a certain 

feature is extremely high. In the following example, the latter is the case. A condition 

that is only valid when the spin speed is higher than 1500 revs per minute, is used for 

the particular washing machine. 

In both cases, the sentence in the text box is written by humans. By simply using 

conditions and keywords, sentences can be finetuned in such a way that a sequence 

of unique sentences form a product description. 

Level 2: Sentences suggested by Powertext.ai’s algorithms

In the event of many examples of product descriptions being available, neural 

networks can be trained to efficiently generate even better product descriptions. 

Through recognizing product features as keywords in texts, new texts based on these 

existing features can be generated. Smart application of NLP techniques allows the 

software to recognize connection words like ‘thus’ and ‘therefore’ and apply them to 

connect sentences and concepts to each other.  

 

In the washing machine example, this means that a large number of texts containing 

information about washing machines are fed to the algorithm. When enough product 

texts are found, the software, using algorithms, will suggest multiple descriptions 

based on certain product features. The analysis of these product texts, executed by 

the algorithm, rarely takes longer than 15 minutes. Along with this, the principle applies 

that the more product texts are entered, the better the quality and quantity of the 

product descriptions.  

 

In the washing machine example, we have trained algorithms. Let’s take a look at 

which features allow the algorithm to offer a proposal.  

In the list of features, it appears that a blue icon is behind most of the features, along 

with a number. That means that the algorithm can offer a proposal based on these 

features and e.g., for the feature ‘washing capacity’, 111 variants can be displayed. 

After having entered the conditions for which I want to generate texts, the only thing 

left to do is pushing the blue ‘propose texts’ button. Subsequently the first 5 texts are 

automatically generated. 

In the picture above, three results of suggested texts are provided. These results are 

based on the condition ‘washing capacity’ from the aforementioned example, with a 

condition value of more than 17 kilo. In the results, it becomes clear that some 

sentences that are generated also provide information about the size of the washing 

drum and the product’s suitability for larger families. Since these descriptions are 

proposed by algorithms, it would always be thoughtful to check them in order to 

guarantee the quality of the text. 

Features

Through step-by-step explaining some example texts, we hope you now understand 

the difference between levels 1 and 2. However, Powertext.ai offers a lot more features 

than these two. Some of the most important features will be further explained.  

 

Translating 

The software allows you to translate your generated descriptions to multiple 

languages, by just pushing a button. This is especially of great convenience when 

your website offers products to different countries. You’re assured that the product 

descriptions contain the right features, keywords, sentences and construction.  

 

Along with that, Powertext.ai offers many possibilities to optimally improve your 

translation. It allows you to choose between different translation algorithms, to 

change the tone of voice and to improve translations by using a glossary.  

 

Paraphrasing 

Not everyone possesses the skills to write unique, varying and accurate texts. This is 

why Powertext.ai offers the opportunity to paraphrase existing sentences. This simply 

means that these sentences are transformed in an automated way. The message 

stays the same, but it is described with different words.  

 

Different templates 

Do you have multiple websites? Or do you sell products on multiple marketplaces? No 

issue! By using templates, you are able to generate unique product descriptions per 

channel. Because you are now findable on multiple pages, you significantly increase 

your chances of a high ranking in search engines.  

 

This also gives you the possibility to provide different versions of texts, for example 

shorter product descriptions to use for SEA campaigns.  

Rensa is a wholesale organization, specialized in heaters and ventilation equipment. 

They offer around 350,000 products and their customers demand digital availability 

for both fast moving- and long tail products. However, considering the work pressure 

and costs, this demand is difficult to fulfill. By using Powertext.ai, Squadra Machine 

Learning Company’s SEO text generation software, Rensa is now able to digitalize their 

long tail products more efficiently and significantly quicker than before.  

 

For more information or to sign up for a demo session, please contact us. We would 

love to personally tell you more about this progressive and innovative way of text 

generation!  

In practice

Possibility to transmit 

Does your product range have an extreme number of categories, sub-categories or 

even sub-sub-categories? Then you could use our transmit possibilities to transfer 

parts of the main category, and subsequently specify parts of this text. In this way, you 

are even able to provide extremely similar products with unique product descriptions, 

based on their own specific product features.  

 

SEO optimization  

Informative texts are of great importance, but this is not the only criterium that makes 

a text SEO optimized. Powertext.ai offers different solutions for your texts to become 

Google-friendly. There are many accessible HTML-options and possibilities to create 

specific SEO keywords. Those are keywords, of which you know they increase the 

search engine findability of your company, that you compose by yourself.  

 

These are just a few of the total features that Powertext.ai offers. To learn more about 

this, check www.powertext.ai  


